15” LCD TOUCHSCREEN
We envisioned a touch monitor that would set a new standard of excellence creating a monitor form factor
that is a breakthrough in display design. Meeting this goal required fresh thinking novel methods and
ultimately a totally new touch monitor. The MicroTouch M150 Touch Monitor is the culmination of this
innovative new approach. ----Touch monitor users know standard desktop monitors and touch monitors are
worlds apart. Flat panel monitors are slim sleek lightweight and typically have a small footprint. All of this can
translate into a monitor that is unstable to the touch. We designed the M150 monitor to offer all of the
benefits that LCD technology affords yet remain remarkably stable to the touch. The M150 offers a patentpending feature set combining stability adjustability aesthetics and mounting flexibility in a compact package.

P/N: TRK-1181375225 - $676.62 EA.*
15” LCD TOUCHSCREEN CHASSIS MOUNT
The MicroTouch 15 Inch CT150 Touch Monitor from 3M is designed for easy integration into kiosks,
industrial enclosures and other installations where compact, touch-integrated displays are preferred.
Versatile Integration
Innovative design provides an array of mounting options
Three bezel options for maximum design flexibility
Accepts 12V DC or 110/220V AC power
Remote OSD module simplifies display adjustments
High-Performance Display
15" TFT LCD panel with 500:1 contrast ratio delivers crisp, vibrant images
LCD display module that can be print-color matched, making it an ideal choice for
photo kiosk applications

P/N: TRK-117131522501 - $649.46 EA*
* Prices are subject to change with advance notice.
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17” LCD TOUCHSCREEN
The MicroTouch M170 Touch Monitor from 3M was designed to be different. The result of extensive
customer research, innovative industrial design, and years of touch technology expertise, the M170
monitor's unique mechanical and technology features offer premium performance for a wide-range of
implementations.

P/N: TRK-11-91375-225 - $813.86 EA

17” LCD TOUCHSCREEN CHASSIS MOUNT
Slim, Compact Display offers Durable Touch Solution
MicroTouch™ ChassisTouch LCD monitors from 3M are designed for easy integration into
kiosks, industrial enclosures and other installations where compact, touch-integrated displays
are preferred. ChassisTouch LCD monitors offer a more compact enclosure, better optics,
lower power usage, longer life and less heat generation than CRT chassis monitors. These slim
profile monitors are ideal for use in a broad range of kiosk and light industrial
applications.When design space is limited, the slim metal case of the ChassisTouch LCD touch
monitor is ideal. Back-mounted display controls are accessible even with the monitor sitting
flush with the face of the enclosure, improving the aesthetics of your integration. An optional
bezel (user installable) is available for applications requiring a more finished appearance.
Making the Difference
The ChassisTouch LCD touch monitors are available with MicroTouch™ ClearTek™ II capacitive
touch screen technology. ClearTek™ II provides accuracy and sensitivity to the user's touch
while offering outstanding durability and resistance to contaminants such as dirt, liquids, and
harsh chemicals.

P/N: TRK-11-494522500 - $801.62 EA

*Prices subject to change without advance notice.
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15” LCD TOUCHSCREEN
The 1522L15 Inch LCD desktop touch monitor offers the same sleek design as the 1529L 15 Inch LCD desktop
model, but is more cost effective for the end user. The optional 3-track magnetic stripe reader (MSR),
programmable to either HID or Keyboard Emulation (USB only), is easily installed by the user, providing an
elegant, integrated solution and eliminating the need for external brackets or attachments. The 1522L also
incorporates hidden cable management, resulting in a convenient and space saving design that makes the touch
monitor ideal for POS applications. The 1522L is offered with a choice of touch technologies: IntelliTouch surface
acoustic wave, AccuTouch five-wire resistive, CarrollTouch Infrared, Surface Capacitive, and Acoustic Pulse
Recognition.

P/N: TRK-E467495 - $553.00 EA*
17” LCD TOUCHSCREEN
Elo's 1729L 17 Inch LCD integrated multifunction touch monitor is an attractive solution for POS applications. Its
optional peripherals can easily be integrated into the 1729L's compact design. A choice of up to three of the
optional peripherals can be installed including: the magnetic stripe reader, vacuum fluorescent, rear-facing LED
customer display, biometric fingerprint recognition device, and speaker bar with/without a built in single or omnidirectional barcode scanner. Its 1280 x 1024 resolution with a 5 x 4 ratio displays clear, precise graphics, and a
contrast ratio of 800:1, together with a typical LCD panel brightness of 300 nits, provides bright, high contrast for
improved readability.

P/N: TRK-E287671 - $685.00 EA*

*Pricing subject to change without advanced notice
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Touchcomputer 17" LCD All-in-One Desktop
Expanded versatility, bigger screen, and improved serviceability, all in a compact design: the 17A2 17 Inch
LCD all-in-one touchcomputer provides an attractive ultra-compact 17 Inch touch solution that can fit virtually
anywhere in any point-of-service environment. The 17A2 touchcomputer with dual video display capability
includes a choice of touch technologies: AccuTouch five-wire resistive, IntelliTouch surface acoustic wave,
CarrollTouch infrared and the company's innovative Acoustic Pulse Recognition (APR) that blends the
benefits of all three. Elo's touch technologies provide stable, durable touch options that are resistant to
scratches and liquids and can be activated in a variety of ways. Also, the 17A2 comes with 1280 x 1024
SXGA resolution and 5 x 4 aspect ratio to display clear, precise graphics for improved readability. The
space-saving, compact design of the 17A2 touchcomputer offers increased flexibility for easy integration of a
variety of optional field-replaceable peripherals, including: three-track magnetic stripe reader (MSR) for
credit, ID and loyalty card transactions; customer-facing display to verify those transactions; biometric
fingerprint recognition for increased security; 3-watt speaker bar with optional single-line or omni-directional
barcode scanner; and DVD drive. Serviceability is enhanced with easy access to the hard drive and compact
flash through a slide-out drawer.

P/N: TRK-E692528 - $1546.45 EA*

Touchcomputer 15" LCD All-in-One Desktop
The 15A1 15 Inch LCD all-in-one touchcomputer expands the company's high profile family of reliable, easyto-integrate multifunction touch solutions that can meet the requirements of any systems integrator, OEM or
value-added reseller. Retail-rugged, the 15A1 features a spill-resistant sealing, a stable tilt base that is
removable or reversible for wall mounting, a VESA mounting option, cables hidden from user view, and side
controls with lockout for public use. Touch options include a choice of AccuTouch five-wire resistive,
IntelliTouch surface acoustic wave, CarrollTouch infrared or the innovative Acoustic Pulse Recognition
(APR). Additional options include a three-track magnetic stripe reader (MSR) and rear-facing customer
display. Operating system options support Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2 and Microsoft
Windows Embedded for Point of Service (WEPOS). The silent, fanless design of the 15A1, and its compact
integrated peripherals, make this touchcomputer an ideal choice for point-of-sale, point-of-service, loyalty
systems, kiosk information systems, medical and light industrial, airport security, home control, and Internet
access points. The 15A1 is an ideal replacement product for the 1529L touchcomputer.

P/N: TRK-E840185 - $1464.50 EA*
*Pricing subject to change without advanced notice
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